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Molecular absorbers
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Molecular absorbers
• Intermediate-redshift galaxies lensing more distant quasars
• Molecular absorption undiluted by distance
• Line strength proportional to the quasar brightness
• Study rare isotopologues in distant galaxies

• Probe one or more small regions (=size of quasar image) in the
absorbing galaxy
• Absorption depth proportional to line opacity
• Direct measurement of isotopic ratios (for optically thin lines)

• Only a handful of such systems known, two well studied: MA0.89 and
MA0.68
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Molecular absorber MA0.89 toward
PKS 1830-211

1”

MERLIN 5 GHz (CSIRO)
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HST image (Muller et al. 2006)
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A&A 566, A112 (2014)
Molecules in MA0.89

ble 3. Census of species detected at z = 0.89 toward PKS 1830−211.
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es. In bold face, first detections toward PKS 1830−211. Underlined, first extragalactic detections.

Muller et al. 2014

erences. (a) Wiklind & Combes (1996); (b) Gérin et al. (1997); (c) Wiklind & Combes (1998); (d) Chengalur et al. (1999); (e) Menten e
99); ( f ) Muller et al. (2006); (g) Henkel et al. (2008); (h) Menten et al. (2008); (i) Bottinelli et al. (2009); ( j) Henkel et al. (2009); (k) Muller e
11); (l) Ellingsen et al. (2012); Bagdonaite et al. (2013a); (m) Muller et al. (2013); (m) this ALMA cycle 0 survey.
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ble 4. Results of Gaussian fittings for the v = +170 km s−1 absorption

reduce blurring. At the end of this process, each visit, except for
visit 15, provided us with an output image with improved sampling
compared to the individual input exposures. The deconvolution of
these images is described in Section 5.
Since deconvolution depends greatly on the accuracy of the PSF
model, we have produced a number of different PSFs. Unfortunately, the Landolt standard star (Landolt 92 245) observed in visit
1 was resolved into a 0.5 arcsec double by the ACS/WFC, so we
have concentrated on extracting a PSF from visit 2 (Landolt PG
0231+051B). The calibrated exposures were combined using MULTIDRIZZLE. Saturated pixels were masked. The resulting PSF suffered
from serious artefacts consisting of extended wings approximately
80 mas up and down the chip from the central peak, possibly due to
imperfect removal and combination of pixels that were affected by
bleeding of saturated columns. We believe these extended wings to
be artefacts since they rotate with the telescope rather than the sky,
and are not present in stars in other visits.
In lieu of ideal standard star PSFs, we have created per-visit PSFs
by averaging field stars together. These field star PSFs do not suffer
from the artefacts present in the PSF for visit 2. Manual examination,
pixel-by-pixel, of the difference between the PSFs and the central
regions close to image B indicate that the rms error in the PSFs is
between 5 and 15 per cent. Such an error increases linearly with
the counts, rather than with their square root; lacking a perfectly
fitting PSF, we have allowed for this error when performing the data
analysis described in Section 5.

B

Molecular absorber MA0.68 toward0.317"
B 0218+357

5 A N A LY S I S O F T H E P O S I T I O N
DATA A N D R E S U LT S
5.1 General remarks
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Figure 2. Combined ACS image of B0218+357. The lensed images are
both visible; the brighter image, B, is close to the centre of the lensing
galaxy. The spiral arms of the galaxy are clearly visible. The plot above the
image shows a one-dimensional slice passing through images A and B. The
best-fitting positions of A and B on this slice are marked, along with A′ ,
the position of A expected from the radio image separation (334 mas). The
the separation
ISM, Avignon
2-6image
2019
between ASeptember
and B in the optical
is 317 ± 4 mas (2σ ).

HST image (York et al. 2005)

Absorption profiles in MA0.68
S. H. J. Wallström et al.: Isotopic ratios toward B 0218+357

Wallström et al. 2016
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13C/18O

vs 13C/15N

Wallström et al. 2016
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Isotopic ratios – measured vs chemical
evolution models

Model results from Kobayashi et al. 2011
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35Cl/37Cl

isotopic ratio

• 35Cl / 37Cl ra*o in the Sun is 3.13
• Mainly from supernova nucleosynthesis

• MA0.89 SW & NE show ra*os ~3 in both H2Cl+ and HCl

• Same ra*o in lines of sight at diﬀerent galactocentric radii (2 vs. 4 kpc), as
well as in gas of low and high molecular frac*on
• No signiﬁcant metallicity gradient or diﬀerence in stellar popula*ons; and
ISM well mixed

• MA0.68 has ra*o of 2.2 ± 0.3, the ﬁrst isotopic ra*o to diﬀer between
these two galaxies
• C, N, O, S isotopic ra*os the same in both galaxies
• MA0.68 poten*ally older (more AGB contribu*on) or has higher metallicity
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temperature at this point within the PDR. At AV = 2.0,
HCl and Cl account respectively for ∼0.1% and ∼99.9%
of elemental chlorine in the gas phase.
4. AV = 4.0. The gas temperature drops below the level at
which HCl can be formed by reaction of H2 with Cl, and the
HCl abundance is lower than it was at AV = 2.0. The Cl+ /
Cl ratio is now only 10−8 , the photoionization rate of Cl
having dropped dramatically. Thus the formation of HCl+
is dominated by reaction of H+3 with Cl, not H2 with Cl+ .
The H+3 molecular ion is produced by the effects of cosmic
rays; these ionize H2 , forming H+2 , which then transfers a
proton to H2 to form H+3 .
5. AV = 10.0. As at AV = 4.0, HCl+ is produced primarily
by reaction of H+3 with Cl, and reaction of HCl+ with H2
then forms H2 Cl+ . At this depth, the electron fraction is so
low that dissociative recombination of H2 Cl+ is no longer
dominant. H2 Cl+ transfers a proton to a neutral species
of higher proton affinity than HCl (e.g., CO or H2 O; this
process is denoted by the arrow labeled “N”), yielding
HCl. At this point, the external UV is almost completely
attenuated, and the HCl destruction rate is very small.
HCl now accounts for several ×10% of the gas-phase
chlorine abundance, with atomic chlorine accounting for
essentially all of the remainder. Our results in this regime
are in good agreement with those obtained previously by
Schilke et al (1995). H2 Cl+ and CCl+ are also present,
but their abundances are just a few ×0.01% of gas-phase

Figure 10. Chemical network diagram, for a one-sided slab model with
nH = 104 cm−3 and χUV = 104 . The figure is labeled by the depth, AV , in
visual magnitude.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Neufeld & Wolfire 2009

Chlorine chemistry
• Chlorine has fairly simple chemical network, but we lack constraints
on e.g. gas composition along line of sight, metallicity, dust...
• Simple analytical model to explore how chlorine chemstry varies with
density, UV radiation field (G0), cosmic ray ionization rate
• Measure [H2Cl+]/[HCl] ~ 1 in MA0.89 SW and > 17 in MA0.89 NE
•
•
•
•
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Reflect higher molecular fraction in MA0.89 SW as traced by HCl
Need G0 > 10
Cosmic ray ionization few times higher than Solar neighborhood
May be indicative of a higher star formation rate
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Summary

visit 15, provided us with an output image with improved sampling
compared to the individual input exposures. The deconvolution of
these images is described in Section 5.
Since deconvolution depends greatly on the accuracy of the PSF
model, we have produced a number of different PSFs. Unfortunately, the Landolt standard star (Landolt 92 245) observed in visit
1 was resolved into a 0.5 arcsec double by the ACS/WFC, so we
have concentrated on extracting a PSF from visit 2 (Landolt PG
0231+051B). The calibrated exposures were combined using MULTIDRIZZLE. Saturated pixels were masked. The resulting PSF suffered
from serious artefacts consisting of extended wings approximately
80 mas up and down the chip from the central peak, possibly due to
imperfect removal and combination of pixels that were affected by
bleeding of saturated columns. We believe these extended wings to
be artefacts since they rotate with the telescope rather than the sky,
and are not present in stars in other visits.
In lieu of ideal standard star PSFs, we have created per-visit PSFs
by averaging field stars together. These field star PSFs do not suffer
from the artefacts present in the PSF for visit 2. Manual examination,
pixel-by-pixel, of the difference between the PSFs and the central
regions close to image B indicate that the rms error in the PSFs is
between 5 and 15 per cent. Such an error increases linearly with
the counts, rather than with their square root; lacking a perfectly
fitting PSF, we have allowed for this error when performing the data
analysis described in Section 5.
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5 A N A LY S I S O F T H E P O S I T I O N
DATA A N D R E S U LT S
5.1 General remarks
Fig. 2 shows the ACS image of the CLASS B0218+357 system from
the combined data set, consisting of all science visits on B0218+357
excluding visit 15. To produce this combined image, separate visits
were related through restricted linear transformations (rotation and
translation) based on the positions of unsaturated stars common
to all images, and then co-added. In locating the lensing galaxy,
however, we did not use this combined image, preferring to work
with the separate visits. The two compact images (A and B) can be
distinguished, as can the lensing galaxy, which lies close to B. The
spiral arms of the galaxy are clearly seen, confirming the earlier
deductions that the lensing galaxy is a spiral (Carilli et al. 1993;
Wiklind & Combes 1995). The spiral arms appear to be smooth
and regular and there is no sign of significant clumping associated
with large-scale star formation. The galaxy appears almost exactly
face-on. We deduce this by assuming a galaxy position close to B
and comparing counts between pixels at 90 degree angles from each
other about the assumed centre. Examination of the residuals reveals
no sign of ellipticity.
The core of the lensing galaxy is strongly blended with B
(Fig. 2) and is relatively weak. Extrapolation of an exponential disc
fit to the outer isophotes of a slice through the central region shows
that the peak surface brightness of image B exceeds that of the galaxy
by a factor of about 30–50. Thus the determination of an accurate
position for the galaxy is a challenging task. Before discussing the
process in more detail below, we outline the various steps we go
through to obtain a galaxy position:
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E

Figure 2. Combined ACS image of B0218+357. The lensed images are
both visible; the brighter image, B, is close to the centre of the lensing
galaxy. The spiral arms of the galaxy are clearly visible. The plot above the
image shows a one-dimensional slice passing through images A and B. The
best-fitting positions of A and B on this slice are marked, along with A′ ,
the position of A expected from the radio image separation (334 mas). The
separation between A and B in the optical image is 317 ± 4 mas (2σ ).

MA0.68
z=0.68

symmetric. We do not subtract a galaxy model from the images. This
approach finds the centre of the most symmetric galaxy consistent
with the data.
(iv) We compute the mean and variance of the galaxy positions
found from the individual visits.
5.2 Analysis procedure
Our reduced ACS/WFC images are over 8450 × 8500 pixels in
size, and cover 202 × 202 arcsec2 on the sky. We cut out a region of
128 × 128 pixels (3.2 × 3.2 arcsec2 ) centred on the lens and analyse
this to make fitting computationally practicable and to isolate the
lens from other objects on the sky.
Since the images, particularly image B, have much higher surface
brightnesses than the galaxy, their positions can be located relatively
accurately by subtracting parametric or empirical PSFs from the
data and minimizing the residuals. Fits were carried out on circular
regions centred on the brightest pixel of each compact image. The
regions chosen were 11 pixels in diameter. To avoid any bias arising
from the choice of PSF, we used both parametric models (Airy and
Gaussian functions) and the field star PSFs in the fits. The field
star PSFs were consistently better fits to both A and B than the
parametric models, Gaussians being insufficiently peaked and Airy
functions having diffraction rings that were too prominent. A linear

• Intermediate redshift molecular absorbers provide a powerful tool to
study the ISM in distant galaxies
• MA0.89 and MA0.68 mainly show enrichment by massive stars
(i) For each visit we measure the positions of the A and B images.
(ii) We subtract PSFs from these positions.
(iii) Using PSF-subtracted data, we look for the galaxy position
about which the residuals left after PSF subtraction appear most

⃝
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• Only differ in the 35Cl/37Cl isotopic ratio

• Chlorine chemistry implies increased UV radiation field and cosmic
ray ionization rate in MA0.89
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